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New SS21 Collection



Terraces, balconies and gardens are the stars of our
new collection designed for open-air use. Season after season, 

we all need a place to soak up the sun and breathe fresh air.
No matter the size, we’ve got the perfect solution for every 

kind of outdoor space, from space-saving furniture
to maxi corner sofas.

Everything you need for your terrace, balcony or garden
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Find more at: Kavehome.com/Outdoor-Furniture

IT’S TIME TO 
ENJOY YOUR 
OUTDOORS

The prices show
n are subject to change. C

onditions of purchase are set out
 on the K

ave H
om

e w
ebsite and in physical stores.

Huara side table 
Janaina self-watering planters
Luigina self-watering planters
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For City 
Lovers

Outdoor Collection
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The new collection is designed to add an extra outdoor 
space to your home. Create your own indoor garden 

and transport yourself to an exotic yet versatile paradise 
that you can enjoy all year round.

Find more at: Kavehome.com/For-City-Lovers

Geralda acacia wood armchair 
Dialma table lamp
Shallowy 100% cotton cushion cover
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For City Lovers is a 
collection designed 
for true urbanites
with a balcony or little 
terrace to shop for, 
undoubtedly the most 
prized feature 
of a city home.

Inti set with sofa and 2 armchairs in cord
Nina side table made from poly cement and solid eucalyptus wood Ø 50 cm 
Nina table made from poly cement and solid eucalyptus wood Ø 120 x 60 cm

Small
terraces

Outdoor Collection / For City Lovers

Designer pieces
This collection has everything 
you need to get your home ready 
for outdoor living, and small is 
definitely beautiful. Discover 
everything we’ve designed for 
you from the heart of Barcelona’s 
Eixample district.
 
Get ready to set up your urban 
jungle because the sunshine
is on its way.

1

3

2

4

5

1/ Abeli cord armchair  ·  2/ Dalila PET cushion 
cover  ·  3/ Tilla ceramic cup  ·  4/ Huara side 
table made from solid eucalyptus wood Ø 35 cm 
5/ Ezilda sofa made from solid eucalyptus 
wood and cord
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Small
balconies

Outdoor Collection / For City Lovers

Balconies are a little urban oasis.  
No matter how tiny yours is, enjoy it 
to the fullest with our Amarillis folding 
table, made from sustainably-sourced 
solid acacia. Simply attach it to the 
railing enjoy your aperitif and fold 
it away in a second.

Let’s go out for breakfast!

1

1/ Dalisa solid acacia folding chair  ·  2/ Hermie 
cushion cover  ·  3/ Dalila PET cushion cover
4/ Dalila PET pouffe Ø 60 cm

Shun porcelain mug  
Shun porcelain dessert plate

1

2

3

4
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What better 
way to enjoy 
your outdoor 
space in the 
open air than 
with furniture 
specifically 
designed  
for miniature 
spaces?
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 The in & out
trend

Outdoor Collection / For City Lovers

Isabellini chair · Round Tella terrazzo table Ø 75 cm
1/ Citronella scented candle  ·  2/ Itai cement table Ø 90 cm  
3/ Hermie cushion cover  ·  4/ Yanet cord chair

The in & out trend means exactly that:
the fusion between outside and in.  
Say yes to terrazzo and see what its 
urban good looks could do for your indoor 
and outdoor spaces. The design of Jenell 
and Tella is a big contemporary look that 
you can enjoy year-round, thanks to the 
durability of this natural material 
no matter the weather conditions.

Federico Bergamino 
– Designer at Kave Home.

Relaxing on the terrace:
Inside or out?

Terrazzo is a classic 
material that has 
returned as a style
in its own right.

“

“
1

2

3

4

Jenell terrazzo side table Ø 35 cm
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All about 
Terracotta

Outdoor Collection

Nadin armchair with rope and galvanised steel
Nadin sofa with green rope and galvanised steel 135 cm
Elianis hanging chair with base

Find more at: Kavehome.com/All-About-Terracotta

Fill your outdoor space with personality with 
this collection aimed at the boldest design fans. 
The natural materials and new colour palette
in terracotta tones will turn every head.
This season, your furniture and textiles
deserve to take centre stage. 

The materials used in this outdoor collection, 
such as terracotta, terrazzo, rope and PET,
are all big, eye-catching trends. 

Designed for fashion-forward terraces and 
gardens where pops of colour add interest 
to open spaces. Because your home should 
be as well-dressed as you, let’s look around 
the perfect home for a relaxing weekend,
or even a whole summer. 

Mix and match and be this summer’s
biggest trendsetter!
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The joy of the 
great outdoors

Outdoor Collection  /  All about Terracotta

We’ve got them all covered!
Key materials include durable, 
mineral-based terracotta, a huge 
design trend and a great way 
to enhance the natural feel 
of your space. There’s also PET, 
an eco-friendly material made 
from recycled plastic bottles, 
used in our rugs and cushions.

2

1

3

4

1/ Dalila PET cushion cover
2/ Lelis planter with terrazzo dish 
3/ Majela solid eucalyptus wood and rope chair  
4/ Dalila PET pouffe Ø 60 cm

Denpasar terracotta planter
Subject terracotta planter
Elima terracotta planter
Vilena terracotta side table

To give your outdoor space 
that personal touch.

Nadin chair with rope and galvanised steel
Shanelle table for two in terrazzo Ø 120 cm
Janaina set of two self-watering terracotta planters, 18 cm and 15 cm
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A relaxing
hideaway

Outdoor Collection  /  All about Terracotta

The Abeli armchair
is designed with your 
relaxation in mind,
either indoors
or outdoors under cover.

A
beli cord arm

chair  ·  D
alila PE

T cushion cover It’s a type of clay and a natural 
material usually crafted by hand 
using traditional techniques.
With a name meaning ‘baked earth’, 
traditional terracotta is everywhere 
on modern exteriors. Frequently 
used in construction and sculpture, 
it’s now a go-to material for interior 
stylists looking to use natural, 
sustainable materials.

Add style to your spaces with 
materials like this rope and its cool, 
current colour. And, of course,
you’ll need some planters with 
different heights to give your
plants a fitting display.

1

2

3

4

What is terracotta? 

1/ Abish cushion cover  ·  2/ Celi set of two 
terracotta planters  ·  3/ Giana armchair in solid 
acacia wood and rattan  ·  4/ Dialma table lamp

Nadin armchair with rope and galvanised steel
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Our commitment
to people and the planet

This magazine is printed entirely on organic, biodegradable and recycled paper.
It also has the following certifications:

Dalila PET rug

Sustainability goes far 
beyond the product

The world at your feet!
We’ve made this amazing rug 
from 400 recycled PET bottles.

“We want our social and 
environmental conscience 
to be as much a part of our brand 
and products as design and quality.”
Francesc Julià, 
founder of Julià Grup and Kave Home

That’s why our Kave Cares initiative covers 
various aspects from materials, production, 
suppliers, the company and its infrastructure 
to designers, corporate social responsibility 
projects, and much more.

Find more at: Kavehome.com/KaveCares
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Better 
at Home 

Outdoor Collection

Like we have always said, if you’ve got an outdoor space, 
you’re living the dream. Staying at home is great, but it’s 
even better when you’ve got an outdoor lounge like this in 
your garden, plus a pool with loungers and a big patio for 
al fresco dining. Time flies and before you know it, a whole 

day has gone by. Because there’s no place like home, 
especially when you get to enjoy it with guests.

 
 We’ve designed this collection to help you enjoy
the perfect day all year round – discover it all.

Find more at: Kavehome.com/Better-at-Home

Flaviina corner sofa and table in acacia 
wood  ·  Almira cushion covers in 
cotton and linen  ·  Dialma table lamp
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To the
table!

Outdoor Collection  /  Better at Home

H
anzel extendable table in solid eucalyptus 183 (240

) x 10
0

 cm
H

anzel solid acacia chair

Your home is a match for any 
restaurant. It’s the perfect place
to give your inner chef free reign, 
and especially if you’re lucky enough 
to have some outdoor space ready 
for the first sunny day of the year.
 
This space is for sharing, 
relaxing, and enjoying every second. 
Your own personal paradise for 
enjoying peaceful afternoons
and impromptu parties. 
Everything’s better outdoors.

Citronella scented candle

1/ Citronella scented candle  ·  2/ Dafne solid 
acacia table Ø 120 cm  ·  3/ Almira cushion cover 
in cotton and linen  ·  4/ Amorela 100% cotton 
cushion cover  ·  5/ Emili solid acacia chair

1

2

3 4

5
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Nothing’s better than inviting 
friends over for lunch in the sun, 
swapping stories that get wilder 
and wilder as the hours go by. 
Sounds good, doesn’t it?
 
And don’t forget to browse 
the whole kitchen, textiles and 
accessories collection to score
10/10 from your guests.

Al fresco lunches
Outdoor Collection  /  Better at Home

4

2
3

1

1/ Etel 100% cotton cushion cover  ·  2/ Coralie 
glass cup  ·  3/ Coralie glass jug   ·  4/ Felisa solid 
acacia hostess trolley 55 x 79 cmLemonade scented candle

Emili solid acacia table 180 x 90 cm
Odalin porcelain bowl
Colomba tray made from natural fibres
Odalin porcelain dinner plate
Crisps cutlery set silver

The Emil table is made
from 100% solid sustainable 
acacia with a teak-effect
oil finish. 

You’ll never want to 
come inside! 
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Adredna hammock, made from sustainable 
solid acacia wood. The fabric is UV-resistant 
and comes in cool, contemporary grey. 
Fold it up and take it anywhere!

Loungers, 
hammocks 

and relaxation

Outdoor Collection  /  Better at Home

A
dredna solid acacia ham

m
ock

Jenell terrazzo coffe table Ø
 52 cm

C
atalina cushion covers There’s no place like home. Relax 

outside, find your spot and settle in.
We’ve made it easy for you with
our new collection of loungers 
and hammocks.

Our Caterin sun lounger has 
a backrest with four positions, 
green UV-resistant textilene mesh 
and wheels to make it easy to move 
around. To make it even better, 
the solid eucalyptus wood 
is sustainably sourced.

Monday to Sunday mood.

1

2

4

5

3

1/ Artificial Palm in ceramic pot 
13 cm  ·  2/ Vilena terracotta side 
table Ø 33 cm  ·  3/ Elbia PET 
mat 160 x 230 cm  ·  4/ Beila solid 
eucalyptus sun lounger  ·  5/ Dalila 
PET cushion cover

Find more at: 
Kavehome.com/Better-at-Home
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Modular corner sofa and Duka table in aluminium 
Calantina cushion covers

Everyone
in the corner!

Outdoor Collection  /  Better at Home

Get the very best out of your terrace 
with the Duka sofa. Being modular, 
it adapts easily to any space. Made 
from weather-proof aluminium, it’s 
especially resistant and long-lasting.
 
To complement the new corner 
collection, we recommend 
our cushions designed for 
100% outdoor use.

There’s room for all of you.

1
2

3

4

1/ Artificial Bamboo Palmera 170 cm  ·  2/ Cira 
hanging chair with base  ·  3/ Calantina cushion 
cover  4/ Jenell cement side table Ø 35 cm

Dianela table lamp
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As we’ve always said, if you’ve got
a terrace, you’re living the dream. 
With this collection, we’ve created 
the fantasy terrace for any weather 
and any day of the year. Designed 
to be enjoyed on even the greyest day.

Any day is a good day.

The great 
outdoors,
all year round

Outdoor Collection  /  Better at Home

Jenell terrazzo stool Ø
 35 cm

1

2 3

1/ Jenell terrazzo stool Ø 35 cm
2/ Mareluz steel sofa 197 cm
3/ Dinesh steel table lamp

Read on to discover the collection
and more reasons to love being at home.

Find more at: 
Kavehome.com/Better-at-HomeCA
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#InTheKaveOf
Oh!MamiBlue’s new home
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Among Spain’s top influencers, 
Oh!Mamiblue are Verónica and 
Jana, two women who share their 
stories and raise the visibility of a 
different way to raise a family, 
on their Instagram account                  
(@oh.mamiblue) and blog. Today 
they open the doors to their 
home and sanctuary, where they 
bring up their son Álex. Shall we 
go inside?

Meet you on the sofa
Check out their new living-
dining room. It plays a crucial 
role in this home, where the 
top priority is enjoying time  
together and sharing experiences 
as a family. They chose the  
Blok sofa in pink corduroy for  
this space and it’s quickly 
become Álex’s favourite 
hangout. A place to feel 
comfortable, relax and play.

For Jana and Verónica, it’s 
important for Álex to know 
that his opinion counts and  
plays a part in family decisions.  
He has helped the couple to 

forge an even closer bond and is 
a constant source of inspiration 
and creativity. So, this is a 
space for all three to enjoy, as 
a family.

Creativity is served
The table chosen for the dining 
area is Alaia – a designer piece 
made from wood sourced from 
sustainably - managed forests 
with responsible felling.      
Natural materials clearly set          
the theme in this space, 
creating a calm and peaceful 
atmosphere.

To complement the look, Jana 
and Verónica have chosen the 
matching Alaia bench from the 
same collection, and Shann 
chairs in beige. The ideal choice 
for a dynamic, functional room.

The new drawing, writing and 
imagining corner is more than 
ready.

Much more than lighting
Natural materials have a 

calming, illuminating effect. 
Star pieces such as the Delsie 
TV stand, Push shelves or 
Slover bench, made from solid 
wood, combined with the 
Doc rug or Louisa mirror help 
to create a visual harmony. 
There’s a pop of colour 
courtesy of the Chleo velvet 
chair in mustard and the 
cushions on the bench. A bold 
a bold choice that combines 
different colours and textures. 
The Oh!Mamiblue style is 
impossible to define – a 
creative blend of influences 
makes this house as unique as 
its owners.

-  33  -
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Floor lamp Iguazu in solid pine wood  ·  Louisa mirror Ø 81 cm  
Blok sofa with chaise longue 330 cm  ·  Doc rug Ø 200 cm  Push shelving 
unit made of solid wood and steel 100 x 180 cm

Read more in: 
KaveHome.com/Magazine
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Blok corner sofa 290 x 290 cm 
Elbia PET rug 160 x 230 cm
Rexit mindi wood unit with rattan 180 x 78 cm
Cesia buffalo hide pouffe Ø 40 cm
Fly leather armchair

Find more at: Kavehome.com/Naturally-Handmade

Naturally
handmade

SS21

Natural materials crafted by hand are back and bigger than ever. In this new collection, 
we’ve reimagined time-honoured materials to create unique design pieces. 

 
We want Kave to play a part in your home, but in a responsible way

and with an awareness of what’s really important.
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Enjoying simple pleasures with 
your favourite people is priceless. 
Put a table in your kitchen and see 
how much easier your meals can be, 
from breakfast to dinner.

Meals
for sharing

Alum solid mindi wood mirror 
Clidia cushion cover natural jute
Edelma cushion cover with jute
Beida solid teak bench
Gisel jute and cotton rug Ø 120 cm
Samay napkin
Crisps cutlery set
Midori ceramic plates

Rexit mindi wardrobe with rattan 90 x 160 cm
Galit chair made from solid eucalyptus wood and cord
Maial solid teak table Ø 90 cm
Malla water hyacinth ceiling light
Mely solid munggur wood wall panel

Come and check out the whole 
collection we’ve designed for you. 
Nature has never looked cooler.
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Earth tones such as terracotta
are key, including on fabrics
such as cushion covers or 100%
cotton blankets in light tones.

Izem picture
Tahiel clock
Rexit mindi wood chest of drawers 
with rattan 90 x 92 cm
Rexit mindi wood headboard
with rattan 165 x 65 cm
Ibelis bedding set 145 x 190 cm organic 
cotton (GOTS)
Camily cushion cover

Find more at: Kavehome.com/Naturally-Handmade

This season’s most stylish bedrooms 
feature hand-crafted pieces made 
using traditional techniques such as 
weaving, which lend an extra authentic 
touch as well as making them 
totally unique. 

Rexit mindi wood bedside tablewith rattan
Ridley LED table lamp
Doriane solid oak wood armchair
Tyara solid acacia wood vase 15 cm

The natural 
way to relax
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The family is growing!

Nina collection

The profile and detailing, 
characterised by rounded 
forms, make this an über-cool 
statement chair.

A very authentic design

KAVE ICONS

Find more at: Kavehome.com/Nina-Collection

1 2 3

black finish and beige 
paper rope, matt black 
finish and also terracotta 
rope, the colour 
of the moment.

New colours 
for Nina 
this season: 

One-off: made from solid 
wood, each eco-friendly 

piece has a unique 
grain pattern.

“

“

4 5

6

1/ Nina chair, black finish and paper cord  ·  2/ Nina chair in solid eucalyptus with cord  ·  3/ Nina chair,  
black finish with black cord  ·  4/ Nina table made from poly cement and solid eucalyptus wood Ø 120 cm  
5/ Nina table made from poly cement and solid eucalyptus wood Ø 200 x 90 cm  ·  6/ Nina coffee table 
made from poly cement and solid eucalyptus wood Ø 120 x 60 cm
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This collection transports us to the sunnier climates
we’ve been dreaming of, with delicious meals to share, 
relaxing hours drifting away, and a sea breeze to surround us.

We start our journey with the Alen collection 
(ideal for dining rooms), followed by an array of printed 
fabrics, then our new candle collection with fragrances 
including bergamot. And last but not least our kitchenw 
are essentials. We’re pretty sure you’ll love it!

Find more at: Kavehome.com/Mediterranean-Feeling

Beida solid teak armchair
Glenda solid teak side table Ø 35 cm  
Glenda solid teak coffee table Ø 55 cm
Fadua jute pouffe

Mediterranean 
Feeling

SS21
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Get that taste of the Mediterranean 
you’re craving without leaving home. 
Escape to one of those famous coves 
and feel the sea breeze from your 
own dining room.

Alen solid acacia wood bookcase 110 x 166 cm
Alen solid acacia wood table 160 x 90 cm
Tishana rattan and steel chairs
Allie mango wood pendant lamp

Enjoying simple pleasures with 
your favourite people is priceless. 
Put a table in your kitchen and 
see how much easier mealtimes 
can be, from breakfast to dinner.

Aiala rattan armchair
Tazu 100% linen cushion cover
Ziza 100% cotton cushion cover
Caetana ceramic vase
Alen solid acacia wood TV stand

Enjoy the sunshine 
without leaving home
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At home, the most important 
place to create a calm and peaceful 
atmosphere is in your bedroom.

Nuru solid teak and leather armchair
Safara solid recycled teak footstool
Touch of Blossom scented candle
Galit chair made from solid eucalyptus 
wood and cord

A well-earned
rest

The natural look is back!
Make this a space that’s 
all about you with original 
details and accessories.

Alum solid mindi wood mirror
Offelis steel wall lamp
Natesa solid teak and leather 
headboard 163 x 60 cm
Tamanne 100% linen cushion cover
Set Kalid funda nórdica, bajera y funda 
almohada algodón orgánico GOTS

Find more at: Kavehome.com/Mediterranean-Feeling
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Nina stool in solid eucalyptus
Ronli serving board in solid acacia
Ema kitchen roll holder in solid acacia
Big Cirene glass jar 
Thai set of 2 baskets

Find more at: Kavehome.com/Mediterranean-Feeling

Show off your chef skills by rustling 
up the perfect summery meal. 
Discover the whole collection and 
impress your guests with some stunning 
new glassware, tableware and more. 
From nibbles to the final coffee!

Dariela glass teapot
Coralie glass cup
Melia trivet
Tilia ceramic plate
Crisps cutlery set silver
Aicha 100% cotton placemat

The perfect 
kitchen
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Furniture for 
free-thinkers, 

like you
We’re a designer furniture and décor brand that does 

things differently. More than 250,000 products in stock 
to help your home stay ahead of the trends.

Discover more at
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If you love an open-plan space that’s full 
of light and style, we’ve got what you 
need. Start by choosing a colour palette 
with dark shades and metallic 
or wood tones.

Alex’s 
industrial 
loft

Your home in 45m2

The complete guide
to decorating a space like this 

3

2

1

1/ Niut marble dining table Ø 120 cm 
2/ Colomba planter made from natural fibres
3/ Hannia chair with arms Taiana sideboard with oak and steel 160 x 78 cm

Choose unique pieces and metallic 
lights to add character to your loft. 
Go for decorative pieces with black 
detailing, marble accessories 
and vintage items with history.

Furniture with personalityTiana TV Stand 112 x 44 cm
Myrthe picture
Dione steel floor lamp

Find more at: 
Kavehome.com/Industrial-Loft
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Your fantasy 
apartment with 
terrace in Barcelona’s 
Eixample district.

Meet Galene 
in the Eixample 

district

For City Lovers / From Barcelona

Galene sofa with chaise longue 314 cm  ·  Tenda solid mindi 
coffee table Ø 81 cm  ·  Vicki cushion cover  ·  Neida rug
160 x 230 cm  ·  Pearle blanket 100% cotton

Find more at: 
Kavehome.com/Galene-Collection

Great design, inside and out. 
As well as being extra comfy thanks 
to its down effect, Galene’s filling 
also gives the planet a helping 
hand. It’s made from recycled 
PET plastic recovered from the sea. 
Good design is always green.

The modernista style of Barcelona

3

2

4

1

5

1/ Geralda acacia wood armchair  ·  2/ Brunela 
100% cotton seat cushion  ·  3/ Alum solid mindi 
wood mirror  ·  4/ Aratani mug  ·  5/ Glenda solid 
teak coffee table Ø 55 cm
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Our designers

Both our in-house design team and the external designers 
we collaborate with take care over every detail of our furniture 
and homewares. From the first sketches, via development 
and production, all the way to the final product.

Creative, forward-thinking, and as talented as they come.

Quality, sustainability, and innovative processes and materials 
are the starting point for every design. The goal? To create 
practical, long-lasting pieces that spearhead design trends.
For those who are looking for something more.

True to our Mediterranean roots, we base our products 
on top-quality, natural materials. Meet the team! 
Let us introduce you, one by one.

Learn more at: Kavehome.com/Designers
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María Montessori

The Kave Kids motto:
“Help me to 
do it myself ”. 

N
am

 rug 60
 x 90

 cm
  ·  S

am
ay aprony  ·  C

atia jar From maternity to age 12
The Kave Kids evolving furniture collection is based 

on Montessori learning, an educational methodology based 
on self-led learning, and enables them to interact with these 

pieces freely and safely. A way to help them learn as well 
as stimulating their growing creativity and curiosity.

1

3 4

2

1/ Nuun evolutive chair  ·  2/ Tray for the Nuun evolutive chair
3/ Nuun learning tower  ·  4/ Nuun evolutive highchair
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Our goal is to let children’s develop their own creativity and imagination
by playing and experimenting with our furniture. In the process, 
their confidence and independence grows every minute. 
What’s more, we also help them learn to take part in household chores.

Like floating on a cloud
 The Madina nursing pillow is the perfect 
way to stay comfortable during 
pregnancy and breastfeeding. Carbon 
neutral and made from 100% organic 
cotton. A pillow that adapts to your body 
thanks to its different positions while 
respecting the environment.
 
Locally-produced, eco-friendly 
and natural.

1

2

1/ Maralis evolutive cot bed in solid ash 70 x 140 cm
2/ Madina nursing pillow 100% organic cotton (GOTS)

Find more at: 
Kavehome.com/KaveKidsEN

Uriana 100% cotton lion cushion cover Ø 45 cm  ·  100% organic cotton (GOTS)  ·  Cleonice cot 
organiser pockets  ·  Ridley LED table lamp  ·  Verenice pouf Ø 40 cm  ·  Orwen rug Ø 100 cm
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About us

At Kave Home, 
we make things happen

Francesc Julià, founder of Julià Grup and Kave Home. 
A wood turner by trade and entrepreneur by vocation 
with a long career in the furniture sector.

The local bed product distributor he founded at 
the age of just 22 has become a global leader in 
the design, manufacture and distribution of furniture 
with a presence in 80 countries.This only happens 
when you do something with passion.

“
“

We’re a furniture brand 
that does things differently.
 
We’re working to revolutionise 
the world of furniture, design 
and interiors. We make things
for people like you, who are always 
looking for something a little different.

Our goal?
To create quality designs and offer an 
impeccable service. It’s not rocket science, 
but we do deliver in record time.

Our obsession? 
To get every detail just right. That’s why 
we take such care over the whole process, 
from the design and production to the 
distribution of our products. We design 
attractive products that work, offering 
top quality at affordable prices.

Find more at:  Kavehome.com/AboutUs

VISIT US
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#KaveStyle
Let our team of interior designers 

and architects advise you. 

Haven’t decided yet?
The wide range of samples in our stores 

will provide you the key to creating 
your dream home.

 We can advise you on one, two or three rooms,
or even your whole house. It’s up to you!

Only in 

Kave Stores 
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#KaveHome
Let the homes of our 
#KaveCrew inspire you.

Share. Don’t be shy! @maru.vf

@uroi.home@_sonia_blanco_

@casabinus @stephatable

@dejate.inspirar

@vlhomestaging

@ingenii_barcelona   @proddigia

@albayclaire

@theinspirationhouse_bcn  @ffitcoco

(+34) 972 82 85 56
customer@kavehome.com

Our stores

Kave M
agazine N

º8

We can keep talking via chat, 
email or phone. It’s up to you! 
We offer such a personal service 
that you’ll end up sending us 
a photo of your new look balcony.

SEOUL 
8F, Dogok-ro 401, Gangnam-
gu, Seoul
República de Corea

A CORUÑA
Rúa San Andrés, 91
15003 A Coruña
Spain

BARCELONA
Avinguda Diagonal, 488
08006 Barcelona
Spain

SEOUL 
8F, Dogok-ro 401, 
Gangnam-gu, Seoul
República de Corea

LA ROCHE-SUR-YON 
59 rue Volta 
85000, La Roche-sur-Yon
France

VIGO 
Rúa de Rosalía de Castro, 16
36201 Vigo
Spain

DCUBE
5F, Gyeongin-ro 662, 
Guro-gu, Seoul
República de Corea

MONTÉVRAIN
Rue du Clos Rose, 
ZAC Le Clos du Chêne
77144, Montévrain, Francia

MALAGA 
Alameda Principal, 39-41
29001 Malaga
Spain

JOONGDONG
7F, Gilju-ro 180, Bucheon-si
Gyeonggi-do, República 
de Corea 

MYEONGDONG 
8F, Namdaemun-ro 81, Jung-
gu, Seoul
República de Corea

PONTEVEDRA
Calle Michelena, 24c
36002, Pontevedra
Spain

MADRID
Calle Hermosilla, 13
28001 Madrid
Spain

URUGUAY
Alejandro Chucarro 1100
11300, Montevideo
Uruguay

DEBA MEUBELEN Lokerse Baan 10, 9111, Sint-Niklaas;  GOOSSENS BAARLE-NASSAU Turnhoutseweg, 5,
5111, HA Baarle-Nassau;  GOOSSENS GRONINGEN Roskildeweg, 23, 9723, Groningen;  NUENEN Duivendijk 4,
5672, AD Nuenen; SENSORIA Flacq Retail Park, Boulet Rouge, 40101, Flacq; 

Kave Partners

Stores
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SS21, Outdoor, 
terracotta, terrace, 
sofas, wood, home, 
tables, spring, 
PET, lamps, decor, 
garden, summer.


